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Abstract

Silent reading of written texts involves normally a process of subvocalization, i.e. the presence of a voice reading the text in the head of the reader speaking to her/himself. This process includes not only the sequences of syllables corresponding to the written material, but also sentence intonation. Since subvocalization cannot be eliminated other than by changing the status of each word into a pictographic function (as it may be the case for a STOP road panel sign for example), it is argued here that sentence intonation is essential to language comprehension, and more specifically to the conversion of sequences of syllables into higher order linguistic units (corresponding to accent phrases AP in the Autosegmental-Metrical model).

Consequently, reading and in particular silent reading is constrained by the same rules than the prosodic structure in general, and specifically to the minimal duration of accent phrases. This minimal value, occurring when AP’s contain only one syllable, is about 250 ms, a value which corresponds to the minimal period value of Delta brain waves [4], [11]. Therefore, this AP minimal duration limits also the maximal number of AP that could be processed in silent reading, i.e. about 240 per minute, which corresponds to the maximal number of words per minutes experts in fast reading can process while keeping a reasonable level of comprehension, i.e. about 800 wpm.

Index Terms: silent reading, prosodic structure, subvocalization, Delta waves, Theta waves.

1. Introduction

When we read, either silently or aloud, we generate speech sounds according to the reduced information given in the written text. In this process, we also generate a prosodic structure, which hierarchically organizes accent phrases AP (minimal units of intonation containing a single lexical or group stress), into prosodic groups, called in the Autosegmental-Metrical model ip (intermediate intonative phrases) and at a higher level IP (Intonation Phrases), whose sequences in turn constitute the whole utterance intonation.

It is noticeable that this prosodic structure (re)generation is essential to help the reader to understand the text. Therefore, the whole reading process is constrained by the rules governing the elaboration of the sentence prosodic structure when speaking either silently or aloud, and in particular the minimal and maximal duration of accent phrases [11].

In silent reading, it is difficult to proceed without subvocalization, i.e. without hearing a voice in one’s head that corresponds to a voice reading the text aloud. For this reason, silent reading may be subject to similar constraints than reading aloud (let aside articulatory constraints). These constraints may interact or even supersede constraints established for eye movement while reading. In particular, they may lead to a new explanation pertaining to the maximum number of words that can be processed in fast reading.

2. Eye movement

When reading, the eye proceeds in saccades (short rapid movements) to scan the text, jumping in steps varying from 1 to 20 characters with an average of 7 to 9 characters (forward and backward). In the process, the most frequent fixations are given by verbal forms and punctuation marks (dots, commas, semicolons, question marks, etc.). The eye jumps then constantly to spot these markers, which will constitute the bases for the prosodic structure to build [10].

Most of the laboratory speech research on sentence intonation actually investigate this process thoroughly on read speech, before considering spontaneous, unprepared speech prosodic features. For example, if a dot normally ending written text sentences is associated with a falling conclusive prosodic marker, the correspondence of the other punctuation marks and the verbal forms must be dynamically associated with a proper prosodic contour (a Tone Boundary in the Autosegmental-Metrical model).

The saccades allows to eye to focus on fixation point in 20 ms to 40 ms, whereas the fixation point last between 100 ms and 500 ms [17]. The fixation state of the eye allows the fovea, the central part of the retina, to scan the selected written information with high resolution, whereas peripheral information is viewed with fewer details (Fig. 1).
3. Subvocalization

Subvocalization does not pertain to the mechanical control of articulators muscle control, but to the perception of the speech signal, which is recovered by reading. The invention of writing has precisely this function, allowing not only reading aloud but also silently, i.e. “to talk to oneself in silence”. Indeed, writing is a shorthand notation system of speech sound and not of articulatory movements, contrary to what claim supporters of the motor theory of speech perception [8]. There is apparently no writing system (even API) referring directly to articulatory configurations.

Other systems such as pictograms bypass the generation of speech sounds by associating directly significant and signifier to access their signification without going through language units be syllables, words, prosodic words, syntagms, etc. A road STOP sign may indeed be read aloud or silently, but is more frequently directly associated with its meaning, i.e. to give way on the road.

Likewise, dates written with numbers, e.g. 1789, may be read as “seventeen hundred eighty nine”, but the constant use of symbols not corresponding directly to syllables and words leads more frequently to a direct access to its signifier. The passage to the status of pictogram depends of course of the familiarity of the reader with the object and its frequency of occurrence.

Writing systems using ideograms, for example Mandarin, also involve subvocalization in silent reading. Learning Mandarin without being concerned by ideograms pronunciation would be difficult, as many words are pluri syllabic, implying for such reader to deal with combination of pictograms [9]. However, one could associate other sounds to ideograms, such as English words for example, but the mediation of some speech sound seems difficult to avoid, although not impossible in principle.

Commercial US based fast reading “schools” claim that they can remove subvocalization, or at least minimize it. The subliminal idea is to transform every word into a pictogram, so when read it will not be pronounced silently. Other techniques recommend to use a pencil to determine eye fixation targets and accelerate the number of saccades. An application even proposes to display only lexical words sequentially on a computer screen with a user adjustable speed (this approach incidentally corresponds to the definition of accent phrases in the autosegmental-metrical model, i.e. one lexical word for each accent phrase). Comprehension should then be achieved without any prosodic structure and no syntactic structure linking the read words together by simple concatenation and no hierarchical structure.

Faster readers claim speed from 400 wpm (words per minutes) to 800 wpm. With an average number of about 3 (written) words per accent phrase, 800 wpm convert into about 266 AP’s per minute, or 266/60 = 4.4 AP’s per second. So the minimal average duration between silently read AP’s would be about 225 ms. 800 wpm for the best observed performance for speed readers [2].

4. Accent phrases

Recent studies on spontaneous speech show that we speak and read by accent phrases and not word by word [1]. Accent phrases (AP’s, aka prosodic word, stress groups, temporal groups, etc.) are minimal units of prosody contain only one (lexical or group) stress. It is also claimed that accent phrases necessarily contain either a verb, a noun, an adjective or an adverb together with grammatical words, but the analysis of non-prepared speech (i.e. spontaneous) data invalidated this hypothesis [12].

Accent phrase duration measured on various styles of spontaneous speech show that the shortest values, corresponding to a single syllable accent phrase, is about 250 ms, even if the single syllable is reduced to a single vowel, which would otherwise take some 100 ms to 150 ms when unstressed [12]. This minimal duration seems to be a limit under which the syllable ceased to be perceived as prominent (i.e. stressed).

The longest duration of accent phrase is about 1200 ms, which corresponds to an average of 7 syllables. This implies that sequences of more than 7 syllables or so must contain more than one stressed syllable, as in the English word paraskevidekatriafobias (the fear of Friday 13) realized with two or three stressed syllables: paraskevidekatriafo bi or pa raskevide katri afo bi for example. The question is: why do we have these lower and upper duration limits for accent phrases?

5. Theta and Delta brain waves

In the years 1930-40, researchers observed that the human brain consisted of a very large number of neurons (in the order of 100 billions) interconnected in groups in specific regions of the brain mass. These interconnections allow a transfer of chemically stored information in each neuron. These transfers induce variations of a small electric potential (in the µV range), that can be observed through capsors positioned on subjects skull (electroencephalography, or EEG). These electrical variations are called evoked potential as they result from a sensory stimulation, auditory, visual or other.

Electrical activity produced by transfers of group of neurons to other groups of neurons is not done haphazardly. First, they operate in specific frequency ranges linked to specific cognitive activities, and secondly they can be synchronized in phase in each frequency range. Greek letters designate specific frequency ranges: Alpha, Delta, Theta, Gamma… The range of interest here are Delta, varying from 1 to 4 Hz, and Theta, varying from 4 to 10 Hz.

Evoked potential is usually observed with a relatively large number of captors (from 32 to more than 256 today) placed around the subject skull according to location standards. EEG signals are stored in real time and analyzed into the frequency domain with either a (Fast) Fourier or Wavelet transform. The resulting representation is very similar to spectra obtained in frequency speech analysis, the frequency ranges being of course much lower.

The constraints governing temporal groups observed on prosodic structures of both read and spontaneous speech can find a justification – and an explanation – in recent neurophysiological research work on speech ([4], [5], [11]). These studies, based essentially on EEG, investigate the possible correlations that may exist between speech activity and the perception and linguistic treatment of the information by listeners.

Researchers in neurolinguistic for instance, demonstrated with this technique of investigation the precedence of prosodic over syntax treatment [19]. Experiments described in [14] and [4] showed that the speech flow was segmented thanks to prosodic tags and with direct identification of already
memorized units. Two complementary processes would explain the conversion of syllabic flow into higher order units, which would result preferential lateralization to the right hemisphere for the prosodic information, and the left hemisphere for language information already stored.

Following proposals put forward in [3], [4] and [5], these observations lead to the following hypothesis. We know that the waves of the cortex Theta and Delta (among others) govern the flow of information transfer between neuronal groups. Delta wave frequencies ranging from 1 to 4 Hz, while those of Theta waves range from 4 to 10 Hz. These values suggest that Delta waves are responsible for the timing of the transfer of syllabic sequences, the syllables storage in short-term memory being synchronized by Theta waves.

Figures 2 and 3 below illustrate the difference pertaining to EEG recordings resulting from a stimulus of unstructured pure tones (Fig. 1) and a structured sequence organized in 4 chunks of 3 pure tones, the last tone of each chunk with a longer duration (Fig. 2).
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**Fig. 2. Example of EEG spectral analysis (channel 28 or Pz) of evoked potential for a stimulus of a sequence of pure tones (top of the figure). Spectral analysis (bottom) shows Theta waves (in the range 4 Hz-10Hz) with no temporal structure [11].**
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**Fig. 3. Example of EEG spectral analysis (channel 28 or Pz) of evoked potential for a stimulus of a sequence of pure tones structured in groups of 3, the third tone being longer (top of the figure). Spectral analysis (bottom) shows Theta waves (in the range 4 Hz-10Hz) organized in a temporal structure corresponding to the stimulus structure [11].**

Fig. 2 and 3 above suggest that temporal groups can only be perceived by the listener if their conversion is triggered by Delta waves (which may also synchronize Theta waves). This process is therefore constrained by the Delta wave properties, and in particular by its frequency properties. This hypothesis would account for 1) the extent of variation of the durations of stress groups, ranging from 250 ms to about 1200 ms (variation range of wave periods Delta) and 2) variation periods of Theta waves, from 100 ms to 250 ms.

### 6. Conclusion

Delta brain waves, whose periods vary from 250 ms to 1200 ms (about 1 Hz to 4 Hz), synchronize the conversion of sequences of syllables stored in short-term memory into higher linguistic units. This hypothesis is validated by the minimal and maximal duration of accent phrases (stress groups) which correspond to the Delta period variations. Furthermore, the average duration of syllables decreases linearly with their number in an accent phrase, from about 250 ms to 100 ms in accent groups of 1 to 7 syllables [11].

As no actual acoustical speech production is involved, silent reading is much faster than reading aloud, where multiple muscular command must be executed. Still, although eye saccade and eye fixation can operate much faster, for example in the reading of pictograms, subvocalization essential in silent reading limits the reading speed. Indeed, since subvocalization implies the generation of sentence prosodic structures as well as sequences of syllables, a prosodic constraint limiting the minimum duration of accent phrase to about 250 ms limits also the speed of the silent reading process, which has to go necessarily through this prosodic structure regeneration process. These values correspond tightly to the fastest reading performances cited in the literature [2], i.e. about 800 wpm or 4 AP per second.
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